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Abstract—Virtualization of software defined networks enables tenants to bring their own controller and manage their virtual resources with the full programmability provided by Software Defined Networking (SDN). Distributed SDN hypervisors are proposed to provide an efficient platform for the virtualization of physical SDN networks. They address the issue of scalability that a centralized hypervisor could suffer from. As virtualization provides the possibility to change virtual SDN networks on run time, a hypervisor layer needs efficient mechanisms to dynamically adapt to the changing requirements. Existing proposals provide only a static configuration setup for their distribution of the hypervisor instances. However, in order to satisfy the dynamics of virtual SDN networks, management protocols are needed to support dynamic changes. In this paper, we propose a control path migration protocol for distributed hypervisors. Such protocol is needed to support the dynamic adaptation of the virtualization layer. Our protocol is providing the missing procedure that allows a dynamic change of control connections between virtual SDN networks and the tenants’ controllers, respectively. We provide a proof of concept implementation for our proposal. Through measurements in a real testbed setup, we show that our protocol is efficient in terms of control latency overhead and provides transparency to the controllers of the virtual SDN networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network Virtualization (NV) is a fundamental ingredient of future network architectures. With NV, the physical network resources, e.g., switches, are sliced into virtual networks (slices). For example, as proposed in [1] and [2] for the future 5G mobile network, slicing of the physical network resources allows the management of virtual network resources individually according to the demands of the network traffic. Furthermore, virtual networks provide the capability to cope with the dynamics in Network Function Virtualization (NFV) use cases, where virtual slices can dynamically interconnect network functions according to the functions’ demands.

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is simplifying the way to change the behavior of a network as a whole, i.e., to change the traffic steering dynamically based on a global state. Accordingly, the virtualization of SDN networks is one fundamental feature that can improve the performance of communication networks. While NV provides network resources via slices, SDN can improve the network performance through advanced control mechanisms within a virtual network slice.

An established concept for virtualization of SDN networks is to introduce a hypervisor layer, or shortly a hypervisor. The hypervisor operates as an intermediate layer between SDN controllers and their particular virtual SDN network. The hypervisor provides the functionality that is needed to slice the physical SDN network into multiple virtual SDN networks. It manages and controls the access of the individual SDN controllers to their virtual SDN networks, e.g., consisting of multiple virtual SDN switches. It translates network messages between SDN controllers and their slices, and isolates the data plane and control plane traffic of the slices from each other in order to avoid cross effects between them.

Different implementation concepts for the hypervisor have been proposed. In favor of achieving a scalable hypervisor, there have been several implementation concepts that rely on a distributed architecture, e.g., FlowN [3]. Such a distributed concept is needed, e.g., if the SDN controllers of the slices are also distributed among a network, as it might be the case for wide area networks or for distributed cloud networks. Furthermore, a distributed hypervisor can adapt more efficiently to changing requirements, e.g., in case slices are added and removed or in case demands of slices are changing over time. Changing requirements may also lead to varying load on the distributed components. In order to adapt to changing requirements, a distributed hypervisor requires mechanisms that allow a dynamic and efficient adaptation of the hypervisor virtualization layer.

Distributed hypervisors provide the capability to spread hypervisor instances, which are hosting the functions realizing the virtualization, among the network. The instances connect the SDN controllers with their slices, i.e., they establish control connections between SDN controllers and their virtual SDN networks. As control connections are associated with load, efficient mechanisms to change the load distribution among the instances are necessary in order to provide an efficient virtualization. One possibility to adapt the load could be the migration of control connections between the instances. Besides load balancing, energy efficiency could be another operation target. As less hypervisor instances may provide a better energy efficiency, instances need to be turned on and off dynamically. Again, active control connections would need to be migrated. Although these examples are illustrating an important goal of hypervisor implementations, existing distributed SDN hypervisors do not provide any mechanisms that support the dynamic operation of the distributed instances and their control connections.

In this paper, we propose a control path migration protocol for distributed SDN hypervisors, which are composed of multiple hypervisor instances. Such protocol is needed to allow
distributed hypervisors to dynamically change virtual SDN networks. With our protocol, control connections between tenants’ controllers and virtual SDN networks can be changed dynamically. We define a control connection as the connection from the virtual SDN network, i.e., virtual SDN switch, to the SDN controller through a hypervisor instance. The protocol supports the migration of OpenFlow (OF) control connections. In detail, the control connections of one hypervisor instance can be migrated to another hypervisor instance with negligible control latency overhead at run time. In addition to the migration protocol, we also propose an architecture for a dynamic SDN virtualization layer. We implement our protocol for an SDN network, that uses OpenFlow to demonstrate a proof of concept. The measurement results are quantified in terms of control plane performance overhead. To summarize, our contributions include the following:

- An architecture that provides a dynamic SDN virtualization layer
- An OpenFlow-based protocol for control path migration among distributed SDN hypervisors
- A proof of concept implementation of our proposed control path migration protocol

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we provide a review for the existing state of the art for distributed SDN hypervisors and protocols for SDN control management. In Section III, we introduce the considered architecture for a dynamic distributed SDN hypervisor layer. Section IV provides a detailed explanation of the proposed protocol that provides an online management for virtual SDN control slices. In Section V, we show a first prototype implementation of the protocol and we present measurements from a real testbed. Finally, we draw conclusion in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In the context of SDN virtualization, there are several existing hypervisors that propose a distributed hypervisor layer, e.g., Carrier-grade [4], FlowN [3] and Auto-slice [5]. There are also hypervisors that support the operation of both a centralized and a distributed hypervisor layer, e.g., FlowVisor [6], OpenVirteX [7] and HyperFlex [8]. However, the control paths between the SDN controllers, hypervisor instances and SDN switches are often presented as a static configuration that has to be decided at the initialization of the network. The dynamic migration of the control path has not been addressed by existing SDN virtualization solutions.

For non-virtual SDN networks, there are several architectures that propose distributed SDN controllers. In [9], ONOS is presented. ONOS is a distributed SDN operating system that follows the steps of distributed controllers such as ONIX [10]. Their focus is on obtaining and maintaining network abstractions in a distributed SDN controllers layer. The dynamic assignment of SDN switches to controllers has not been addressed. Another distributed SDN controllers solution has been introduced in Pratyaastra [11]. It considers the applications state to establish the control path between SDN switches and distributed controllers, however, no dynamic change in the control path is considered.

There have been few recent attempts to address this limitation in non-virtual SDNs, e.g., ElastiCon [12]. ElastiCon introduces a mechanism to change the active control connections from one controller to another, dynamically on run time. The mechanism defines the message exchange required to achieve the control path migration.

However, the existing procedures cannot be applied to virtual SDN networks directly. In virtual SDN networks, there is an add-on complexity as the control connection spans hypervisor instances as well. Thus, new protocols are needed in the context of virtual SDN networks to enable the dynamic migration of the whole control connection, i.e., controller to hypervisor as well as hypervisor to switch connections. The coordination between both migrations needs to be additionally defined and evaluated. In this work, we introduce an OF-based protocol that enables the migration of active control connections for virtual SDN networks. Our aim is to enable a dynamic and scalable SDN virtualization layer.

III. DYNAMIC SDN VIRTUALIZATION LAYER

In this section, we outline a virtualization architecture that provides a dynamic distributed SDN hypervisor layer. We consider a hypervisor layer that dynamically adapts to changes in the network state. The changes in network state can be in terms of, e.g., over utilization for the resources of a hypervisor instance [8]. It can be also in terms of, new requirements from the virtual SDN networks, e.g., requested control latency. The adaption is realized by instantiating or terminating hypervisor instances and using our proposed protocol to achieve the migration of the active control connections. The hypervisor layer is comprised of three main entities: 1) hypervisor instances 2) hypervisor proxies and 3) hypervisor layer management, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The hypervisor instances are the controllers of the physical SDN network, which can be considered as the main workforce in the hypervisor layer. They implement the functions needed for SDN virtualization, e.g., topology abstraction, policy translation, control and data paths isolation [13]. The hypervisor functions are extended in our work to include a migration function that executes the proposed protocol.

We aim at providing a dynamic virtualization layer that adapts its structure without interrupting or even notifying the tenants’ SDN controllers, i.e., changes in the hypervisor layer
are transparent to the virtual SDN slices. For this purpose, we add hypervisor proxies on top of the hypervisor instances. The hypervisor proxies would act as an interface between the hypervisor layer and the SDN controllers. In case direct control connections are established between the hypervisor instances and the SDN controllers, a change in the control path would require the SDN controller to establish an OF control connection with the target hypervisor and to close the existing OF control connection towards the initial instance. This would mean that the dynamic scaling of the hypervisor layer would not be transparent anymore to the tenants’ controllers. Moreover, it might lead in many cases to control path performance issues depending on the controller’s supported OF version and implementation. For instance, if the controller does not support OF auxiliary connections that are introduced in OF v1.3.0 [14], a control connection interruption would occur during the hypervisor migration. Thus, we place a proxy that maintains the control connection with the SDN controllers and has a connection to the running hypervisor instances. The proxy contains forwarding policies which specify how to forward the control messages from the SDN controllers to the designated hypervisor, and vice versa.

Finally, a management entity is needed to make the decision of adding and removing hypervisor instances based on the network state information that it collects from the network, i.e., performance of the switches and running hypervisor instances, or based on the requirements that it receives from the SDN controllers. The decision includes the location of a new hypervisor instance that has to be added or the identifier of the instance that should be terminated. Once a decision is made, the management starts the instantiation or termination of the hypervisor instances. The management is also required to install the configuration at the target hypervisor, which contains the addresses of its assigned proxies, controllers and switches. The target hypervisor uses this configuration to trigger and start the migration protocol, i.e., establishing the connections to the configured proxy and switches.

Figure 1 illustrates an example where a decision has been made by the management entity to add a hypervisor instance to the SDN virtualization layer. The additional hypervisor instance is instantiated through the management entity. The instantiated hypervisor instance uses the proposed protocol to take over a set of OF switches, i.e., physical network domain, and a set of SDN controllers. In other words, the instantiated hypervisor triggers the migration of the control path, i.e., connections to designated proxy and switches.

IV. CONTROL PATH MIGRATION PROTOCOL

In this section, we present our proposed protocol to enable a dynamic migration of the control path for virtual SDN networks, i.e., between SDN controllers, hypervisors and OF switches. The protocol is composed of three phases: 1) initialization, 2) controller path migration and 3) switch path migration. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.

A. Initialization Phase

In non-virtual SDN networks, the control connection is defined by the OF specification to be initialized by the OF switch. The controller IP address is configured on each OF switch, where each switch attempts to initiate the connection to its configured controller. In the context of SDN virtualization, hypervisors act as controllers for the OF switches. In case of a dynamic on-demand instantiation of hypervisors, switches require to know the IP addresses of the target hypervisors. The first option is to install a pre-determined set of addresses for hypervisors at each switch. This acts as a limitation as it sets an upper bound to the maximum number of distributed hypervisors that can be instantiated. It can also induce a waste of switch resources in case of a high number of active

Fig. 2. The message exchange and states of the control path during migration from an initial to a target hypervisor instance.

Fig. 3. Phases of control path migration from an initial to a target hypervisor instance. Connections: solid black. Switch to controller messages: dashed red. Controller to switch messages: dashed blue. (*) asynchronous OF messages.
hypervisor instances since the switches have to store this set of possible addresses of hypervisors. It also requires a trigger during run time to inform the switch about the active hypervisor that the switch should use.

Therefore, we propose a novel method to use the listening ports of OF switches. Almost all available protoype and commercial switches, e.g., Open vSwitch, CPqD, HP, Brocade and Pica8, implement a listening port that can be used to initialize the control connection from the hypervisor. That means the switch-controller TCP connection initialization is the counter opposite of the OF specification. The target hypervisor instance is configured by the central hypervisor management. This configuration includes the switch IP addresses and their respective listening ports to which it needs to initiate the connection. After the connection establishment, the OF_Hello and configuration procedures follow the OF specification.

Once the target hypervisor is connected to the OF switch, it acts as a second controller to the switch as illustrated in Figure 3b compared to Figure 3a. This means that asynchronous OF messages, i.e., not in a request-reply form, e.g., OF_Pckt_in, would be also sent to the target hypervisor as well. However, at that phase, there is no connection yet between the target hypervisor instance and the proxy, i.e., towards the controller. Hence, the target hypervisor can simply discard the received messages from the switch momentarily till the whole procedure is finished.

B. Controller Path Migration Phase

After the initialization phase, the target hypervisor instance initiates a TCP connection to the designated proxy from its configuration. The proxy addresses are pre-configured in the hypervisor instance by the management. The hypervisor informs the proxy of its assigned controllers. Consequently, the proxy installs policies to forward the control messages of those SDN controllers to the target hypervisor instance as shown in Figure 3c. An example adaption of the forwarding policy at the proxy can be as follows. (remove: connection controller C1 ⇔ connection hypervisor H1) and (forward: connection controller C1 ⇔ connection hypervisor H2). Since controller path migration is executed before the switch migration, the target hypervisor is required to buffer controller to switch messages till the switch migration is completed.

C. Switch Path Migration Phase

The final phase to complete the control path migration is the switch path migration. We have developed a protocol that uses OF messages to do the switch migration, that can be used starting from OF v1.0 [15]. Switch migration is initialized with the target hypervisor sending a dummy OF_flow_add message to the switch. This Flow_add message can be defined from OF flowspace fields which are not utilized by the controllers and are known by all hypervisor instances, e.g., OF cookie field, which is a controller issued ID and has 64 bits.

Afterwards, the target hypervisor starts switch path migration by sending an OF_flow_mod to the switch that deletes the dummy flow from the switch. The reason for this is that deletion of a flow dictates an OF switch to send an OF_flow_rem to all its assigned controllers, and hence the initial as well as the target hypervisors would receive it. In this way, the initial hypervisor can be notified of the switch migration and withhold the responsibility for that switch. Meanwhile, the target hypervisor instance would know that it can take over the switch, thus meaning the control path migration completion. The target hypervisor then starts to send the buffered control message to the switch and continues normal operation as illustrated in Figure 3d.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have conducted an initial evaluation of a prototype system that has been developed in a real SDN testbed. The evaluation setup can be seen in Figure 4. The setup includes an established virtual SDN network, with an SDN controller and an OF switch. The control connection between the switch and the controller is assigned to the initial hypervisor instance. We evaluate the scenario where a new hypervisor instance, i.e., target hypervisor, is instantiated. The target hypervisor triggers our proposed protocol to take over the assignment of the SDN controller and switch by migrating the control connection, i.e., hypervisor to switch as well as hypervisor to proxy connections.

For the hypervisor layer, we have implemented a hypervisor instance in Python. The hypervisor implementation uses Openflow Loxi library [16], which is an open source library. This library provides an OF protocol API that can be used for OF message parsing and generation. The library can support OF v1.0 up to v1.3. The hypervisor implementation also includes the proposed protocol. Additionally, a hypervisor proxy has been implemented in Python. It contains the forwarding policies, i.e., mapping, for the connections to the SDN controller and hypervisor instances.

The physical SDN network is realized as an Open vSwitch (OvS) [17], running an OF v1.2 and controlled by the implemented hypervisor. We use the listening port 6634 on the OvS in the initialization phase of the migration protocol. The SDN controller is realized by OFTest [18], a test suite framework.
for OF switches. The default OFTest can only be configured to generate a total number of OF messages, without controlling the message sending rate. We have extended OFTest extensively to generate an average constant sending rate of OF messages to evaluate the impact of the assignment protocol on the control plane performance. Taking control latency as a performance metric, we use OFTest to generate OF_feat_request messages at an average rate and we measure the latency to receive the corresponding OF_feat_reply back at OFTest, by using message xids which are unique transaction identifiers used to match requests to replies.

Throughout each run, we instantiate a new hypervisor instance and trigger the migration protocol. Hence, we can evaluate the impact of the migration on the control plane performance in terms of control latency. Each of the system components runs on a separate virtual machine (VM). In order to emulate a more realistic system, we have added an artificial latency of 10 millisecond on the link between the proxy and the hypervisor instances. In addition, a latency of 5 millisecond has been added on the link between the hypervisor instances and the switch, as shown in Figure 4. For evaluation, we iterate over an OF sending message rate from 100 requests/sec to 1000 requests/sec. For each rate, we repeat the evaluation run 40 times. Each run has a duration of 40 seconds.

Figure 5 illustrates the impact of the control path migration protocol on individual packets under different rates. Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show the time series for a sample run with an OF message sending rate of 100, 500 and 1000 requests per second, respectively. We identify the start of the migration protocol with the xid of the last OF_feat_request sent from the SDN controller to the initial hypervisor instance. The end of the protocol is marked by the xid of the first OF_feat_reply sent from the target hypervisor instance to the SDN controller. This indicates the duration needed to complete the migration protocol and the number of affected OF messages as well.

For one evaluation run, we observe an increase in the control latency during the migration execution compared to normal operation. During the migration execution, the maximum, i.e., peak, control latency goes to 43 milliseconds at 100 requests per second (Figure 5a). At 1000 requests per second (Figure 5c), the maximum control latency goes to 57 milliseconds. Hence, the maximum increase in control latency can be noted to be proportional to the OF rate on the control plane up to 1000 requests per second. The same observation can be made for the number of affected packets by the control path migration, where it increases in a proportion to the OF control rate. We consider the number of affected packets as an indicator to the operational duration in which the control channel is affected by the migration to another hypervisor. It is important to note that there is no packet loss (0%) due to migration for all evaluated OF rates. This implies that we could achieve a control path migration that is transparent to the SDN controllers in terms of control packet loss.

In Figure 6, we demonstrate statistical evaluation for the control latency over 40 runs for all marked packets affected by the migration. The green (bottom) bars show the average latency, blue (intermediate) bars show the average latency of affected packets, red (upper) bars show the average of the maximum latency with standard deviation of all runs. For all bars, the standard deviation is added via black error bars.

In Figure 7, the number of affected OF packets during migration process is illustrated. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the average values for all runs.

Fig. 5. Time-series for three runs with different OF message rate 100, 500, 1000. Red dot shows the start of the migration procedure. The highlighted area shows the duration of the migration protocol and the affected OF messages.
and of the 50 packets after the migration finished. The average and standard deviation of the control latency during migration is represented via the blue (intermediate) bars. Finally, we calculate the average and standard deviation of the maximum latency reached during migration, which is illustrated via red (upper) bars.

The first observation is that the average control latency in normal operation, i.e., green bars, is not affected by the control rate. The average control latency during migration, i.e., blue bars, confirms the correlation between the increase in the control latency during migration and the OF control rate. The same observation can be shown for the average of maximum control latency, i.e., red bars, during control path migration. This can be explained as follows. During the migration, the protocol starts with the controller path migration, afterwards it initializes the switch path migration. All SDN controller to switch messages are buffered at the target hypervisor till the switch migration is completed, then it sends all buffered control messages to the switch. Thus, the number of affected, i.e., buffered, packets during migration increases with increasing the control rate as shown in Figure 7. However, note that the number of affected packets during migration is negligible compared to the total number of packets during operation. For example, at 1000 requests per second and for a run duration of 40 seconds, the average number of affected packets is 45 packets out of a total of 40000 packets, which is only 0.1%.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce an SDN virtualization architecture that provides a scalable and dynamic distributed SDN hypervisor layer. The virtualization layer should adapt to changes in network state and virtual SDN requirements. In order to support this dynamic changes, we propose an OpenFlow-based control path migration protocol for distributed SDN hypervisors, that can adapt the virtualization layer without interrupting the virtual SDN networks, i.e., transparent. A prototype has been implemented for the introduced protocol and an evaluation system has been setup on a real testbed. We have evaluated the impact of our proposed control path migration protocol on the performance of the virtual SDN control plane through measurements of the control latency with varying OF message sending rates. Our evaluation shows that the control latency and the number of packets affected during migration are proportional to the OF rate. We have observed no control packet loss for all OF rates. Additionally, we could observe that the number of packets affected by the migration can be negligible compared to the total number of packets in normal operation. Hence, we conclude that the dynamic migration of the control path in the virtualization layer has no significant impact on the virtual SDN slices, thus transparent to their operation.

For future work, we plan to extend our evaluation to observe the control plane performance in case of migrating the control paths of several switches and controllers, simultaneously. Additionally, it would be valuable to evaluate the overall migration latency including the management configuration time. Finally, evaluating the impact of migration with higher OF control rates can show more insights.
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